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Every tourist wants to see India because it is the most amazing country in the world. It is the dream
of every wander to discover the colorful culture and lifestyle of India first-hand. India is an interesting
mixture of old and new traditions. The keen interest of global travelers in India makes it a hot tourist
destination throughout the world. It is a great tourist destination to spend holidays with family and
friends. People travel to India in both big and small groups. India tours are also great for those who
like to travel alone. It is a dream destination because it has something for everyone.

India is a totally stunning tourist destination. There are so many things to see and places to go in
India. One can choose from a wide range of places to visit in India. North India is one such place
where one can truly indulge himself in the culture of India. The heritage of India is very old, which
makes its culture extremely rich in terms of traditions. It is a place of intense diversity. North India
has snow-covered mountains and hot deserts. This gives tourists a choice to choose between
different destinations with distinctive environments and backdrops. It has hundreds of wildlife
sanctuaries and national parks for preserving flora and fauna.

North India also houses many great temples and monuments. The temples and the holy cities are
ideal for spiritual enlightenment. The divine atmosphere allows one to merge its mind and soul with
the God. One can visit the famous golden triangle tourist circuit comprising of Delhi, Agra and
Jaipur. These cities get the highest number of tourists every year. There are many world heritage
sites in north India. One of them is the seventh wonder of the world, Taj Mahal. It gets the highest
number of international tourists every year and is also the most visited monument in India. All this
and more can be enjoyed on different kinds of north India tours.

The southern India is also a place to look-out for. The Ayurvedic spas and Yoga centers in south
India are great for relaxing and rejuvenating during holidays. It is full of beautiful landscapes, and
the greenery is very pleasing. The backwaters in Kerala are ideal for honeymoon couples for
spending some romantic time together. Families can have lots of fun on the beaches of Goa and
Kerala. Like north India, south India also has rich history and culture. Hundreds of temples and
monuments scattered all around south India tell us about its glorious past.

The food in India is simply mind-blowing. It is a thing not to be missed during any kind of India
travel. No matter in which part you are, Indian food will please your taste buds. It has a vast verity in
both vegetarian and non-vegetarian items. This huge variety is due to the diverse culture of India.
From traditional cuisines to modernized dishes, it has everything a food-lover will ever need.
Explore all the flavors of India and much more during your family vacations.
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